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ASMFC Northern Shrimp Section Resumes
Development of Draft Amendment 3
Portsmouth, NH – The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s Northern Shrimp Section resumed
development of Draft Amendment 3 to the Interstate Fishery Management Plan for Northern Shrimp. The
amendment was initiated in 2014 to address overcapacity in the fishery. Prior to closure of the fishery in
2014 due to a collapsed resource, overcapacity had been identified as an important issue to be addressed
in order to effectively control harvest.
Draft Amendment 3 explores state‐by‐state allocations, seasonal‐ and area‐based management to manage
effort in the fishery, and the mandatory use of size sorting grate systems to minimize harvest of small
shrimp and ensure resource sustainability. The draft amendment will also explore additional reporting
measures to ensure all harvested shrimp are being reported. The Section removed limited entry as an
option for consideration in the draft amendment with the understanding that Maine would explore
alternative options to reduce overcapacity in the state’s fishery.
The Section will meet in November to review the 2016 stock status report for northern shrimp and set
fishery specifications for the 2017 fishing season. The draft amendment will be presented to the Section
for its consideration this winter.
For more information, please contact Max Appelman, Fishery Management Plan Coordinator, at
703.842.0740 or mappelman@asmfc.org.
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